
  

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Rated power of the luminaire [W]*: 80.00; 120.00; 160.00

Luminous flux of the luminaire 30min
[lm]*:

6633; 9950; 13266

Colour temperature [K]: 4000

Electrical protection class: II

Colour rendering index: 70

Colour of the body: grey

Dimensions (H/W/T/S) [mm]: 273/278/98; 320/313/120;

Ingress protection: IP44

Plug type: UNI-SCHUKO

Wire type: H07RN-F 2x1.5mm2

Cable length [m]: 1.50

Warranty [years]: 2

CHARACTERISTICS

The Flex Line LED light is a light line designed for quick and

temporary illumination of a workstation or construction site.

Available in 10m, 15m and 20m LED cable versions, it allows line

connections of up to a maximum of 50m. The lamp's special shape

and operating principle allows it to be freely mounted in a variety of

working conditions (mounting on nails, screws, pipes, scaffolding,

etc.) while directing the position of the light direction.

APPLICATION

An innovative light chain designed for fast and versatile lighting of

workplaces. Its unique shape and clever design, allow for express

installation even in very unusual places: construction sites,

workshops, renovations, vehicle repair areas, service shops, etc.
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Click index >>, to see details

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

Rated power of the luminaire [W]* Luminous flux [lm]* Colour temperature [K] Dimensions (H/W/T/S) [mm] Index

80 6633 4000 273/278/98 >> 608728

120 9950 4000 273/278/98 >> 608735

160 13266 4000 320/313/120 >> 608742
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Card creation date: 06 October 2023

The company reserves the right to make design changes or upgrades in the presented product. Product data sheet does not constitute an offer. * Parameter tolerance is +/- 10%

This product is a subject to electric and electronic waste equipment regulations (WEEE). Certificate CE - Nr: 453/2023

Lena Lighting S.A.
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